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Mutants and masterminds superhero role-playing game gives you all the tools you need to create the super powers you imagine. Power Profiles gives you these powers... And more! In this book more than thirty types of energy from air and armor to water and weather, each of which has about two dozen or more powers
described and built in the conditions of the game M and M. It is more than seven hundred different ready-to-use powers, all in one book! Power Profiles includes something for everyone. Do you think your perfect hero has no power? Think again: Power Profiles includes luck powers, fighting powers and talent powers,
special abilities that can all be described as superb training or skill! You can find endless ideas for M and M heroes and villains by simply flipping the Pages of Power Profiles and letting your imagination go, and you can point both new and experienced players to just the right section for the hero they want to play. Power
Profiles includes new power options, extras, flaws and options to change the basic effects of the power supply from the Hero's Handbook, so you can create the powers you want. More than just powers, each profile also covers the complications associated with these powers to give your characters extra depth and help
you earn hero points in the game. Power Profiles improves and greatly expands power capabilities from mutants and masterminds, taking its main effects and turning them into a myriad of options that you can choose from. With this book, there is no limit to your power! --Publisher description. Mutants and masterminds:
Power Profiles Author: Steve Kenson Format: 224-page, full-color PDF product code: GRR5508e Absolute Power! Mutants and masterminds superhero role-playing game gives you all the tools you need to create the super powers you imagine. Power Profiles gives you these powers... And more! In this book more than
thirty types of energy from air and armor to water and weather, each of which has about two dozen or more powers described and built into the conditions of the game ISM. It's over seven hundred different ready-to-use powers, all in one book! Power Profiles includes something for everyone. Do you think your perfect
hero has no power? Think again: Power Profiles includes luck powers, fighting powers and talent powers, special abilities that can all be described as superb training or skill! You can find endless ideas for MLM heroes and villains by simply turning the pages of Power Profiles and letting go of your imagination, and you
can point both new and experienced players to just the right section for the hero they want to play. Power Profiles includes new nutrition options, extras, flaws and options to change the main effects of the food from the Handbook so you can create the powers that you want. More than just powers, each profile also covers
the complications associated with these powers to give your characters extra depth and help you earn hero points in the game. Power Profiles improves and greatly expands power capabilities from mutants and masterminds, masterminds, its main effects and turning them into a myriad of options that you can choose
from. With this book, there is no limit to your power! SKU: grr5508e Tags: PDF-, Power Profiles, Sources Of Book Sources mutants & masterminds power profiles pdf. mutants and masterminds power profiles pdf free
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